INTRODUCTION
has not previouslybeen observed with the AFM in its natural, uncoated form.
In the paper we describe a new AFM which we have constructed and illustrateits capabilities and performance. As an application of its use in the imaging of biological material, we present images of uncoated T4 virus particles deposited on fiat silicon wafers. These images show boththe shape of the virus as seen by the AFM and the presence of DNA strands released from the virus.
EXPERIMENTAL

Instrumentation
Ali measurements were performed using an AFM constructed by us and shown in Fig. 1 .
The microscope, similar tootherrecently published designs [8, 9] , employsa I microfabricated cantilever [I0] withan integrated tip and an optical lever todetect the cantilever motion. The sampleismounted on theend ofa piezoelectric tubescanner with4 segme;Ited electrodes whichprovides a raster scan inthex and y directions I together withmotioninthesurface normal_z)direction.
Light from a laser diode [11] is focused on the end of the cantilever and reflected into a 4-segment photodiode [12] . The cantilever motionis sensed by combining (via addition and subtraction)the optical signalsfrom the 4 segments in pairs in such a way as to detect the optical beam deflection in two orthogonaldirections. One direction :) corresponds to motionof the cantilever normalto the sample surface and the other to a twisting of the cantilever due to frictionalforces encountered during the scan. The latter
can be recorded along with the normal image as a measure of these frictionalforces
The microscopecan be operated in either the constantheight or constant force mode. In the former, the cantileverdeflection is recorded with the piezo, maintainedat a fixed z during the scan, whereas in the latter, the cantileverdeflection and hence the force is maintained constant by feeding the deflection signal back to the z-direction piezo supply.The constantforce mode was used in ali of the images in this report.The electronics and computer control software is similarto that employed in STM instrumentationwe have developed and is described elsewhere [14] .
Sample preparation
The virus samples were deposited on substrates made from polished siliconwafers of placed on the Si and allowed to dry tended to aggregate into small spots. However, in the regions near these spots, appropriate regions of suitable concentration for imaging could be found.
Virus samples were also prepared [17] by the following method: a 0.5 to 1.0 ILldeposit of the dialyzed virus solution was deposited on the Si surface, forming a droplet about 1 mm in diameter. The vi,us particles were allowed to settle for about half a minute, after which the droplet was dried by wicking it from one edge with Whatman filter paper. The effect of the wicking is to cause the water to rush towards the filter paper, leaving a fraction of the viruses behind. This sudden onrush of liquid is believed [17] to shock the viruses, tipping them over and causing a fraction of them to spill out their DNA in the streaming direction. with a cantilever force of~5x10-8 N. Rather large corrugations of 5 A peak-to-peak were observed. This enhancement is likely a result [18] of the elasticity of the mica structure or an artifact arising from a twisting of the cantilever due to frictional forces. The average spacing of the holes between atoms is about 5.5 A although the distortion of the hexagonal lattice seen is somewhat larger than previously observed [4] for mica with the AFM. Although our AFM was calibrated using a replica grating with a period of 2780 A, calibration errors for this small scan area could be present.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Performance
7"4 bacteriophage observations
Examples of T4 virus images seen in air are shown in Fig. 4 . The samples were 
